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1. 

Introduotion. 

Purpose: The objeot of this research is, primarily, to develop an 

optical method of investigating the manner in whioh various bodies 

lose heat in air; and secondarily~ to see if any light could be shad 

. upon the present. some'b1hat conflicting views o.f the subjeoto 

The value ·or suoh information is apparent, not alone from a 

purely theorel,ioal standpoint,, but also to the engineer, who is 

interested in knowing the laws of heat conduction and .oonvaction for 

the .design: of. any machinery in which the radiation or conservation or 
heat is a factor. As an example, one industrial problem might be 

·mentioned whioh is still largely unsolved - nMnely, the design or 

automobile and airplane radiators. 

Historical: Experimental Investigation. ·. The study of heat 

oon"1sction has• of course, oooupied the attention of' physicists for 

many years and especially along experimental lines a great amount of 

· work has been done• ttewton took perhaps the first definite stop 

v1hen he put forward tha law that the rate at which a body cools . in n 

constant convection stream is proportional to the temperature excess 

or the body, whioh holds fairly well tor comparatively small excassoso 
l . 

Dulong and Petit publiahad in 1817 an aooount or a very 

elaborate aeries of experiments conduoted by them on the cooling of 

thermometer bulbs in air, surrounded by oonstant temperature enclosures. 

Their experiments were carried out over a wide range of pressures and 
' .· 0 temperature excesses up to 300 c. They expressed their results 



bytha relation 

h ... - 0.45 t'\l.233 m P ,, 

where h is the heat loss in calories pe:r second per unit aroa, .E! 
a constant depending on the nature of the substance, _E the gaseous 

pressure, and ~ the temperature excess. 

E. Peolat2 has ca.r.ried out a most complete study of the 

variation or heat loss with the geometrical shape of the cooling body. 

He measured the rate of cooling of metal cylinders and spheres filled 

with vzater, rangiug in si~e from 5 to 50 cm~ in length and from 

5 · to 30 om. in diameter; pressure vms not varied but the temperature 

excess was over a range of 65° c. 
h .C A Ql.233 

He found that 

where A has the value 

tor spheres A : l.778 + 0.13 /r 
· for horizontal cylinders A = 2.058 -t 0.0382 /r 

r being measured in meters. - Mote the agreement between Peclet•s 

value tor the exponent of Q and that of Dulong and Petit. The 

relations expressed above have also been verified by numerous 

observers; notably Oompan.3 

Ayrton . and Kilgour 4 studied· the "'emissivity" of platinum 

wires ranging in diameter from 0.031 mm. to .356 mm. and at 

temperatures up to 300° c. 0Emissivityn 1 a tarm which is vary 

little used today; is defined as being the rate at which heat is lost, 

expressed in calories par second per square centimeter par degree 

temperature exoeas. They gathered a large amount or data which 



showed that 

l. For any given temperature the emissivity is higher: the finer 

the v1ire. 

2. For as oh vdte· the emias ivity inorsaaes with temperature, the 

. rate of increase being greater tha finer the vlira • 

.. 3. Therefore the ef'feot of surface on the emisS.~vity inorensos 

BG the temperature increases • 

. Petavel 5 seourad data · on the o'ooling of a platinum i.Yira 0.1106 
! 

cm. in d iametar· in a . water-oooled enc l?sure l ua ing various gases at 
' ' ' ' ' ' 0 various pressures, and temperature exoassee up to 1100 c. 

Kennally 6 investigated the heat · losses i'rom wires in very . large 

enclosures at various pressures. Being an engineer, he was content 

to derive ~ number of empirioal formulae which apply over limited 

ranges. 

Langmuir '1 studied tha loss or heat of platinum wires in air, 

ranghi.g in diameter from .004 to .051 cm. 1 and at temperat~ros o.s 

. high as 1900° A. He carefully oorreoted for radiation. This 

data ·was taken to confirm his film theory whi()h will be mentioned 

again later. 

Theorie:;; of Natural Convootion: The problem of the convection of 

heat has stubbornly resisted attempts at rigid mathematical solution. 

This stato of' affairs is not surprising, since tho method of attnok 

necesaarily combines the Fourier conduotion equations with those or 
hydrodynamics• In 1879 A. Oberbeck 8 gave the general differential 

equations for . this· problem but found it impossible to solve them for 
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actual oases. ' L. Lorenz 9 ~as able to obtain some approximate 

solutions tor the onse or vertically placed plane surf'aoas 1: which 

, agreed fairly wel,l with experimental work, One of the most 

import~nt oontribu;tions was that of' Boussinesq lO who was the first 

to treat fully the cooling of a heated body by a stream of fluid when 
' . 

the flow is not turbulent. Ha was obliged to assume that the 

fluid was inviscid and incompressible, which probably departs '\'ddoly 

from the truth in the oasa of thin wires in air. Subject to thesa 

and other simplifying assumptions Boussinasq obtained a genaralbod 

solution aooording to whioh the heat loaa is directly pr,oportional to 

the temperature difference. 
., 

In treating, the case of· thin wiretl in gasaa ~ Langmuir 7 assumes 

that mving to visoosit,y a film of gas surrounds every cooling object 

and ~hat through this film heat is lost as though by pure oonduotion. 

Outside this film, oonvaotion currants must of course arise but their 

funotion is considered to be merely that of carrying away the heat 

after it is oonduoted through the film. Langmuir states that for 

high tarnparat·urea especially this condition is to be e:xpaotad, since 

the visoos ity inoree.aea with the square root of the temperature, 

whereas the relative daorease of density, 1 of the heated gas 

over the oold (whioh is the driving foroa of the oonveotion stream) 

increases very slowly with temperature. 
\ . 

At constant pressure, the 

thiokness, ! , of the film for a plate is assumed to be independent 

or the temperature,. and for a \•riro the temperature and the temperature 

gradient are oons idered independent of the diameter. Reasoning 
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f:rorn these assumptions 1 it is shmvn that · the relation between B and 

the diameter of the film, b ' f:or a wire oi' diameter n is 

b ln ! :: 2 B 
a 

-
The quantity or heat oonduotad through the film or air 

surrounding a wire is 

H : 

where · H is expressed in calories per unit length, _!2 ·the temperature 

of the wire and .!J. the temperature or the room in dec;rees absoluta, 

and k the thermal conductivity or air. ! i ia a function or .!· 
which Langmuir evaluates by borrowing from the kinetic thoory the raot 

that -• oonat. where c . is the -V 
speoifio heat at constant volume and 'J the viscosity. The 

variation or specifio heat with temperature is given by the formula 

av :.& A (l T' 0.0002 T) 

and by Sutherland's formula /. 

1.. c 1. : K T2 { 1 "t T ) • 
The value of the oonstants ~J K ·and C are wall known for air. 

Langmuir then proceeds to determine tvha.t value of B best fits the 

observed heat loss s.nd finds that -the value 0,43 cm. gives vary 

aatisfaotory agreement over wide ranges or temperature ond for various 

s izoa or wire. 

Another method of attaok whioh has yielded some interesting 
ll results is that of' dynamical similitude. Rayleigh was the first 
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·i:,o point out its usefulness in · this oonneotion. Its most 

auccessf'~l ·exponent, .· A. H.· Davis,, 12 .has applied dimens iona i reasoninB 

to both .forced and free convection, only the latter or which hns any 

direct ·bearing on the subject of this researoh. For natural 

convection, Boussinesq showed that the heat loss per unit area, !!_, 

must .be a .funotion ot 

k : thermal conductivity of' the fluid, 

o • heat oapaoity or the fluid par unit volumeJ. 

Q • temperature exoeas or the body~ . 

a -- o.oai'f ioient of dens ~ty reduoti~n of the fluid per degree 

rise o~ temperature 1 

g : aooelerat ion due to gravity, 

l : linear dimensions of the body. 

It is easily shown, dimensionally, that in general 

h --
the form of the funotion F being undetermined. - Experimentally, 

I 

Dulong and Petit and others have shown that 

Hence 
F (02 g z 3 a Q /'k2) = (o2 g .. z 3 n g I k2)0.233. 

1 s e.11.tod to ~ e tarodvc. t-
But 2,.i the s~oitio heat per unit volume ... ~of ~' the specii'ic heat 

at constant pressure per unit mass (which dooa not vary greatly with 

temperature) and . ./° the density. ? is of ooursa proportional 

to g, the gaseous pressure, and therefore !!. may be substituted 

ror o. For any given body, if "lr" "n" nnd .... J , CA do not alter 

it i'ollcl'1a that 
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whioh is in excellent agreement with Dulong and Petit• s formula 

h _,r .4o ~1.233 -- p ~ • 

In a saoond paper 13 Devis shows that for long cylinders of 

diameter _! the heat .loss .!! par unit length par degrae temparat!lre 

excess is given by 

lI I k : ' F ( Q ' d3/ v 2 ) ' • 

v is, the kinematical viaoosity . ( 7/ : "'J/1" ) 1 and k the thermal 

conductivity. , Davis gathered data from numei•ous souroes taken 

under widely different oircumstanaes and for each se.t oaloulated 

These values were than plotted against eaoh 

other and all fall remarkably well on the same ourve • indicating 

tha.t the form of the function F does not ohanga g:reaUy with the 

diameter or the cylinder, the nature of the gas, the temperature or 

the pressure. 

A vary good review or the entire subject of heat .oonveotion, 

together vri th a oompleta set of referenoes to the more important 

theoretical papers,· is to be round in the Physikalisohe . Zeitschrift• 

26 283 .. 1925. -· -



a. 

M!:Jthod ~Apparatus. 

M:!thod: The method employed in this investigation ooneists essentially 

·ot placing the object to be studied in one arm of' a Michelson 

interferometer which has been adjusted with its mirrors as nearly 

parallel as possible end with equal path dif'.terences. The object 

upon being heated oauses changes in the density of the surrounding air 

and these changes are made apparent by interi'erenoe fringes in the 

i'ield or view. 

Interferometers have often been ~mployad in the study or the 

density or gases and it is a well established reot that the index or 

refraction minus one is closely proportional to the density of the gas. 

A more e:xaot relation is 

-- n0 • l 

l + °' t 

where !t is the index of refraction of' the gas at the temperature t 

expressed in centigrade degrees (pressure constant), !o the index at 

o0 and cc a constant which differs somewhat for different wave lengths. 

N'1oh 14 photographed tha ei'feot of' a lighted candle upon inter-

ference fringes in a Jamin interferometer but did not carry the idea 

further. 16 Nelson has applied the method or striae to the problem 

or oonveotion around wires in liquids with some auooess, at least 

qualitatively; f'rom his photographs it would seem likely that 

oonveotion currents are largely responsible for the cooling or thin 

wires in liquids. 



Apparatus: Light from 

· the lamp _!. · (Fig. l) 

1$ separated . into two 

\ pencils at ·right angles• 

bo \ and · !1!• · by the 

half~silvered glass !.• 
and these two pencils 

9. 

c 

are returned to 2_ by 

- ' ·- "'--..,IF-----7~;.,-.. an ·~ u the mirrors o and 

where they coincide along · 

be. (The £unction of 

the plate ~ is to make the path!! .2. . .2. !• whioh includes three 

thioknaasea or glass, optically equal to the path ~ ~ !! .! which 

otherwise contains only onr.) llow it b o does not equal b d, --- . • .......... 
the two pencils will be out or phase and interference will result. 

The effect may be observed at· .!.• either directly <?r by the aid of a 

telescope, or it may be photographed. But in eaoh oase, before they 

are observed the rays must be confined to a narrow opening if' the 

interference pattern is to be distinot. When the eye alone is used, 

this is accomplished by the pupil itself' but in any other . case a 

- suitable diaphragm must be provided. In order to see why this is. 

consider Fig. 2 • Let Qi be the surface or the mirror d and 

Oo that or the mirror 2. ( it will appear to be in this position to 

the observer.) Let L be a lens used to f oous the rays upon the 



pl8.te P • If no diaphragm is· 

present the illumination at any 

point ! may come by the paths 

-
p_L _P and p• LP or by any ............. 
other two paths p ·L9 P 'and · · -- __, ... . 
2. 0 ~ • ! . The path difference 

between p L P and p' L P rre.y _._.._ - -.-

be quite different from that 

betv1een g ~ • ! and · ·g' ~· ! • 
and the effects of interrerenoe 

at P would be obliterated or 

greatly reduoad. But if a 4. 

diaphragm is placed in front or 
the effect at P is oonf ined ·-

to rays coming from virtually the 

10. 

sama direotion.- It is evident that if P is suf.f ioiently far from 

the mirrors, no diaphragm is neoesaary since the rays will all hava the 

same direction if they reach the plate at all. , This was observed to 
\ 

be the case. 

In Fig. l, •if a wire is placed parallel to· ~;:, and heated it 

vrill cauoe the air about it to become less dense and the optical path 

along b ~ will be reduced. Ir ·the interferometer has been 

previously adjusted so that b , o is gaornetrioally equal to b ,d and ........ --
the mirrorG are parallel to eaoh other, the interference pattern vlill 
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be due solely to the density changes caused by the hot wire. 

An inoluaive diagram of the apparatus a·s used is given in Plate I. 

The interferometer proper waa set up on a stone pier• praotioally free 

from vibration, and is comprised of the two mirrors Mi and ~. the 

hali"-sil;.rered mirror' JA3• and the compensating plate lb• 
~ were made from stainless steel and had a :retlaoting effioienoy 

equal to that of the best silver mirrors. They were oiroular, 

having a diameter or 4.5 om. M1 was mounted on a concrete slab . 

about s" square and l.5" thiok; it was not fitted with a fine 

adjustment. l'a -was fastened to the trave~ing plate or an old 

Fabry-Parat interferometer so that it oould be moved backward and 

The ways were in fair condition, so that tha 

mirror could bo moved with .its face constantly parallel. Three 

leveling screws permitted independent adjustment around either its 

horizontal or vertical axis. The plane ... parallel elass, 1'3 1 was 

half-silvered by tha formaldehyde process. a good discussion or whioh 
16 is given .in. Glass Industry • Success seems to depend mainly upon 

two .f'aotors: absolute olaanlinosa or the surface to be silvered, and 

selection of the propor amount of formaldehyde so that the reduction 

will go on at a suH,~ble rate. After ropaa·tad trials, n ooating was 

secured whioh transmitted as much ·light as it re.f'leated. This was 

judgod by viEnving simultaneously two eleotrio lights of' equal p0V1er, 

one diraotly through the surface and the other as roflaoted by it .. 

The dimeno ions or this plate were 5 x 4 x o.a. om. The compensating 

plate, M0 .. was similar to Ma and had precisely the same thickness. 
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Both ware mounted on. oonorete slabs,, and as. nearly parallel . as possible • 

. The mir-rora and flats .w~re obtained from Gaertner. , 

.The s_ouroe of' light Wf:l6 a mEn~oury aro,, tha design of , "Which is due 

to Professor c. v. Kant. It is . extremely simple and inaxpona ive in 

oonstruotion, and . its perfo~ma.noe is quj.te satisfactory for most 

purposes. A s ix·inoh Pyrex_ test tuba . is .mounted vertically with 

four or .rive cri3 or : mercury in the bottom. lYith.in t.his is a Pyrex 

, tuba about sn . long and 1 om. in diarrn;Jter., and it in turn contains a 

smaller 2" .Pyrex . tube. The aro is tormsd between the meroury and 

a carbon rod wnioh is suitably supported . in '\;.ha smallest tuba. The 

latter aota as a chimney and owing to the blackening of• tho carbon must 

be renewed after several hours use. The aro is operated on 110 volts 

direct- current, in aeries wit~ 70 ohms ras istanoa· and draws normally 

about one ampere• To start the sro the carbon· rod is lowered until 

oontaot is just made and is held in t~is poaition until enough; heat is 

generated. to vaporize .the mercury auffieiently to support the arc; 

this requires about two minutes. · The rod may then bo withdrawn a 

centimeter or more. Its operation may be made entiroly autom-atio by 

placing e. ooil in series with the arc so that aa soon as the ciroui t is 

completed the ooii attracts an iron plunger whioh in turn withdraws the 

carbon rod. If, as sometimes happens 1 the aro breaks the red then 

falls of its > ovm v1aight and contact is restored. 

In order to make the rays nearly parallel before they enter the 

interferometer, a convex lens is placed so that tho lamp is at its 

principal roous. .Monoohromatio light is necessary ir a number or 
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fringes are to be observed distinctly, so a special Wratt~n light 

filter 1 F • was interposed to cut eut the yellmv line in the mercury -
speot:n.un:. leaving. the green line ( 5461 .R) practically .pure. 

The lens used to· c~st an image or the in~erterenee pattern upon a 

photographic film, together with the diaphragm, were taken from an old 

Eastman kodak, and are represented in Plate I by L2 and D -
raspaotively. The lens had a fooal length ~f 45 om. Since 

monoohromatio light was used, the faot that it was not achromatio did 

no matter. Over the small traction of its area used ( tha diaphragm 

OPE>~ing was about 0.5 cm.) it was praotioelly free from aberration. 

For recording tha patterns, photographic films '¥Jere used in preference 

to plates einoe the aoo~raoy obtainable scarcely just,ified t,he use of 

·~he latter, e.nd films are muoh more oonvenient. "Agfa" film packs. 

4 x 6 om., were used. · The camera cons istod of a small wooden 

pa.ck-holder which slid along a wooden fram.e-.work so that two pictures 

could be taken on the same negative, side by side. A metal slide 

made the pack-holder light proof when it was not in use. Both the 

lens arrangement and the oamara were mounted on an optical bench to 

facilitate adjustrrent or the image. Most of the pioturea were taken 

vlith lens and pack•holder 88 om. apart. The distance from lens to 

mirror Mi was 91 om. An adjustable cardboard tube oonnaoting the 

lens and pack-holder prevented stray light from affooting the film. 

Photographs or the camera are shown on paae 5' O • 

The device for supportipg the wire is illustrated in Plata II. 
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The viire is etrimg aorosa two bra?a supports and is fastened to 

binding posts E E at the ends or a fiber strip 14 om. long. The 

latter had holes drilled l om. apart, permitting the distance ba·tween 

·t,he brass oupports to be altered. The f'iber strip was fastened to a 

metal oylinder e. centimeter in diameter, and so arranged that it oould 

be rotated eround the vertiQal axis. The oylind~r waa also jointed 

to provide adjustment around the horizontal· axis. It was bolt,ed to 

an upright oolumn and by mean$ of a rack and pinion could ba moved up or 

down. 

It was found to be highly des ir~ble to make all adjustments while 

viewing the image or the interference pattern as produced by the lens on 

;.:;round glass {a teleaoope eye-pieoe ·was frequently uaed also). To 

aooompliah this, small levers were attached to the adjuatabla parts or 
the wire holder and these in turn connected to long Vloodan rods which 

oould be operated 'by the observer seated back of the camera. 

Adjustment of the· interforomstor mirror v1as made by means or a system or 
oords and pulleys,. the lattor being connected to tv10 of the thraa 

leveling soraws by toggle joints. 

In order to prevent air currents from affecting the wire and to 

keep tho fringes steady enough to photograph, the entirG interferometer 

wan ooverad with oorrugatad pasteboard 13 om. high and 18 om. wide. 

Glass wir1daws were provided where the light rays passed. About 

10 om, from the \vira a gb.as thermometer was mounted inside tho 

enolosu:re to determine the goner.al ai:r temperature. 

The wire was heated by direct current from a 10 volt d.o. line in 



series with a rheostnt ( .!!,1 ,Plate ' I.). 

indicated by I I (Plate II, Fig. 2). 

17. 

The ourrent · len~a nra 

The: temperature of the wire 

was de"eierinined by its res istanca, whioh was given by _ the potential drop 

a long the 'tdra and 'the current f loi:ling ,_ The electrical power 

dissipntod in. ·the wire" which must equal the loss or heat par seoond, 

· is of , course givan by the product -of. E .a,nd ·I. 
' -

For meeusu:ring current, tviO instruments were used, Weston Ammeter 

~,,, 7178, ·phys. if 2os.os, wit.ha full sea.le deflection or 5 nmpe1:.os, and 

Siemens n:alakt;) · .Arnp~remeter; Phys~ # 851,.3, v1ith a f'u.11 scale dof'leotion 

of 1.5 amperes. For measuring t,he . m drop, Weston VoltmetGr /if 15070, 

Phys. # 206•05, was uaed; its resistance was 532.,33 ohms for a. full 

scale dei'leotio~ or 6 volts. All three instrumants were compnred 

with a standard Siemens Halska Volt- and Ampereme·C.er. Plate III 

gives the corrections ·which ·were round neaeasary 1 and all data given 

bela11 have baan oorreoted according to these curves. The vol tmater 

vine hooked up so that the ammeter read tha current through it also, but 

the error ·introducad was at all times neglieible. 

Two a izes or platinu.rn wire were used in this research. The 
-

diameters were determined in two ways: First, by direot maaElurament 

'With a micrometa1 .. oaliper; and sEloond 1 by waighing a given length of 

the wire and assuming the density of platinum to be 21.48 gm./co. 

Bo·~h methods gnve conoordant resuH.s. - The large wire (as it 

hereafter will be called) ha.d a . diameter or 0.0303 om., and the 

small wire, 0.0100 om. 

The tempek'ature .. res is ta nee calibration or these two wires was 
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obtained .by .Mr W. M • .Robards in the Ha~t ~boratory. A: known length 

or the wire to be 9alib~ate~ V(es enclosed in an aleotrio .rurnaoe and 

the t.emperatura observed by 111ae.ns of a thermol"'junction. s imu 1 ta na ous ly, 
. ' 

values of the resiStanoa wars C>btained by comparing its I R drop with 

that noross a stand~rd resistance, using a potentiometer. Tha 

results or this calibration ; a.1~e given in Plate IV•, 

. ';t'ho temperature-resistance curves 1ndioat.e a temperature 

ooofi'ioient of only 0.0019 for the large wire nnd 0.,0029 for the 

. small. The value tor pure plstinum is about 0.0037 whioh makes it 

cert.a in that na ither ~ample v1as by any means pure; . ltC'.JWever, this 

does not arraot ~he .o~nstanoy , of the. calibration \'ihich is probably 

acoul"ete to 5o over the :range used. 

The procedure f'olla11ad in taking a p ioture is as follov1s: 

.1. The lamp ls adjust)ed to give maximum illumin~tion or tha field. 

2. The interferometer is adjtlsted so that the path dif'f.eranoas 

are equal. This is ~ooomplished by using white lieht and 

rinding the cent,ral black .fringe. ' 

3, The mirrors are adjusted nearly parallel, or at least so that 

the field is free from i~t,arferenoe eff'aots oxcept, at the 

four corners. 

4. The orientation or the plat.inum v~ira is ad,just.ed until it is 

perpendicular to the plano or the mirror, and so thnt its 

diraot image ooinoides exactly with the reflected imae;a. 

Thia· is n troubl~s9me prooesa, but mu~t be i'ollorrad in ordar 

to avoid" distot,~ion and poor definition around the wire in 
.,, 
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t,,h.e phot,ogrnphs. 

5. The pror,er ourren+,, is oaused to flow t,hrcugh tha w1ro for 

about. 2 minutes, when equilibrium is attained, 

or the iun~ 'ter and voltmeter are then taken. 

Randingo 

6. The film is . exposed for a.bout 25 aeconde, do pend inc upon the 

intensity of the light. 

7. The anunetar ti\nd voltmeter ore react again to cheok the originnl 

re13:dings. A perceptible increase of resictance could be 

notiood nbovo 300° c., unless oons idarable t~im.e vms allowed 

for equilibrium to result. 
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Reaults. 

Series c. (See Plate V.) 

t~bulated below: 

Table 

Dia.ma tar of wizta" 0.03 

No. I- E 

0 Mona 
l 1.296 .366 
2 . 2 .148 .732 
3 2~569 ~993 
4 3.035 1.344 

The data for this group of pictures are 

I -Series c. 

Omit Leneth, 

R/z * 

.0246 
. ~0296 
.0336 
.0385. 

·11.5 cm. 

Temp. 0 

68° 
iaa°. 
284° 
4-000 

c. 

0 
Room Temp., 19.5 c. 

Ylatta/z 

~0412 
.137 
.224 
.355 

*Res istanoe par unit length. 

Examination of the pictures reveals that in each onsa the 

interference pattern consists of continuous elliptic rrin3es, cantering 

about the wire and displaced upward from it. Eaoh fringe must 

represent a locus or equal density points, and since a~ constant 

presaure the density of a gas is invarsely proportional to the 

tempernture, it follows that eaoh fringe is also an isotherm. This 

oonolus ion is dependent upon tha assumption that convection currents 

are not rapid enough to s~riously disturb the pressure equilibrium. 

The remarkable stead inass of the fringes, \Vithout tha slightest 

indication of fliokaring or turbulence, would seem to indicate that the 

oonvoction stream is slow. In ordar t,o further test this question 

a group or piotures - Series A, (see Plate XI) were taken. The 

temperature or the ,.,ire was kept constant, about 50° c. or 30° 
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above ·t.he room. The first piotu.ro represents the fringes ;e.s they 

normally appear. In the second, a copper plate, 6 x 11 om. and 

l mm. thick, was plocad lengthwise and parallel to · the wire, o.5 cm. 

below it. In the third picture, the plate is on.ly l mm. bolow. 

In neither case are 'the frin5ea above the- wire radically altered. 

If tlie convection currents were the main fact~or -in controlling tha fringe 

arrangement, the plate would certainly have a marked effect upon them, 

but there is very little evidence of it. The lest three pictures 

wore taken '\'rith the plate 0.3 cm., l.25 om • ., nncl 2,25 cm. 

respectively, above the wire. The appearance or the fringes is ot 

course changed, but there seems to bo little evidence of rapidly 

moving air ourre nts ,, 

If convection is not an.· important factor at 0 50 , it is ovan 

less important as the temperaturo is increased {seo Langmuir 1 ). 

Furthermore, since the isotherma are all . closed ourvee (o.t loast within 

tho fiold or V'iow)1 the convection stream is no hotter when it leaves 

the area bounded by such a curve than when it entered, ·find it, seems 

reasonable to ,assume that they would have no effect et all in carrying 

heat avmy from, the wire• A rigorous . matherr.atioal invootie.ation of 

this question .wov.ld be exceedingly diffioult, if not impossible. 

VJ ire. 

Conduction must then be chiefly to blame for the coolinr; of the 

Tho only eff'e.ct of convection is to make the condu.ctivity_ 

apparently greater above the VJire and less belovi it. Ir the 

conductivity were constant eve:r:f\'rhere~ tho isotherms would consist of 

concentric circlas ond the heat would flow out radially, as is true or 
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solids. In this casa, t.ha ·lines or ntubes" of flow (drawn perpendi-

oular to the 'isotherm) are like t.ha spokes or a whoel. Sinoa the 

heat flowing in any· tube . is oonstant,. ·tha tompara~u:ra gradient at any 

point must be inversely proportional to the distance from the wire: 

d T 
d r 

. --. ' a - the negative sign coming in because 
r 

a positive heat flow means s negative gradient. Then 

d T - a dr - - -r 

and T .. A • B · log r (1) -
Tho constants A and B are determined by tha_ boundary conditions. 

It is possible to sea if soma relation as (1) applies to the 

actual oase or a hot wire in air. 0£ . ooursa the constants A and 

B will vary aocording to the tlirection in whioh r is measured~ and 

it will not be possible to oalo.ulate their val~e beforehand, but. tha 

form of the relation can be tested. 

A formula for . oaloulatins. the temperature or eaoh fringe · may be 

derived a.a follows: Assurna that the rays or light are eirerywhere 

pa.rallel to the wire. Then the differenoe in path between light 

traversing the air at room temperature and that oorraspondine to the 

first lieht fringe ia one waire length. Eaoh ray passes through the 

region or the wire twice, so that 

2 7 n -0 

where 1. is the length of the wire 1 ~o the index or rerraotion for 

air at room temperature. ~l the index at some other temperature T1 
- -
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and A t.ha viave length. I?ut experimentally it is found t,ha.t 

ni ... l _lg,,_ where !.o is room temperature • 
no ... 1 

and 

Substituting in above 

Solving ror· T1 

n -0 

T l 

Tl 

--

T 0( n 0 - l) + T 1 J 
T. 

l 
--

-- T.0(n0 • 1) 

C~a - 1) • l 
21. 

T2(n0 - l) .... · 

{n - 1) - M) 0 21 
·whore N donot.os tho number of ·tho fringe. 

The first picture to be tested was C l. 

(2) 

(2a) 

It we.a enlarged by 

placing the negntJive in e project.ion lantern and tracing the image by 

hund. In ea.oh picture a marker can be· seen at the lm;er loft edge 

which is plaped one centimeter from tho wire. 1.r.h is gives the s ca. la 
l or t:::nlargot~e~(t •. A blu.e-print or~ the original is given in Plvt>a VI. 

';1 

1busurements ~f the distance .f•rom wire to isothGrm were made in three 
\ 

directions: st:r\~ight up., struight down, and at an angle of 27° from the 
\ 

vertical, as inhicated in tho blue print. 
'\ 
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Data for this picture are colleoted in Table II below. In the 

first column temperatures are given as calculated from Equation 2a, 
0 

taking n0 as l.0002767 at 20° c. tor a wave length or 5461 A 
,._:. r 

(Smithsonian Tables). 
I 

In the second is !i the distance of the 

isotherm from the wire· after it has been multiplied by the proper scale 

faotor; and finally,. in the third column is given the oommon logarithm 

of r divided by r 0 , the radius of the wire (in this case 0.015 om.). ..... • ...... 

~ represents the angle between the vertical and the line along which 

measurernents t)lre made. 

Table II. 

r 0 : 0.015 om. Temperature of wire = sa0 c. 

Temp. 0 A Q = 00 
r log(r/r0 ) r 

Q - 27°. 9 - 180° - -log(r/r0 ) r log(r/r0 ) 

295.0 i) ~904 1~880 .244 1.211 
297.6 l(,,.,7i)~64 1.634 .181 1.082 
300.2 l \•)\; 

l \_ ... ~ l.65 2.014 .476 1.502 ~144 .982 
302.9 .726 1.685 .356 1~375 ~116 ~ass 
305.7 ·.482 1.507 .268 1.262 .096 .806 
308.5 .326 1.337 .214 1.154 .os .727 
311.3 .238 1.201 .165 l.024 .066 .844 
314.l .172 1.060 .12 .903 
317.0 .124 .917 .087 .764 
320.0 .oaa .768 .054 .630 

The result of plotting temperature against log r/r 0 is shown in 

Plate VII. Except for two or three points at the left 1 all lie 

fairly olose to a straight line. The variations at the beginning 

oan be attributed to the fact that they are taloon for fringe~ near the 

edge or tha picture. It has been assumed that the light rays are 
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all parallel which is certainly not true, ospeoinlly at the edge, and 

furthermore the outer fringes are especially sensitive to imparfaotion 

in adjustment or the ·interferometer. 

The lines when extrapolated to the base, should all meet in a 

point which corresponds to the temperature of the wire, ·since log r/r0 

is equal to zero at the oiroumferenoe or the wire. Actually, they 

do not quite meet in a point, but ~he variati~n is no~ grant. . · The 

aver.age is abqut 335° A : or sz0 tj., which ~s s0 balmv the observed 

temperature of aa0 • The discr~panoy is p~ob~bly ~ithin the limit 

ot ~xpar imental error whio.h is nec~Qsarily lar,ge. 

For instance, no a~tempt has been made to take into aooount the 

fact that the wire is not all at the same temperature, owing to the 

cooling action or the leads. · · Also, it was ass.urned that the rays were 

parallel to the wire1 and that they all traversed equal distances of 

heated air equal to t\'iiae the length of . the wire. Furthermore the 

relation 
/ T : A • B log r /r 0 

is based upon the assumption that the conductivity does not vary with 

temperature. Over small ~an8es of tampar~tures, this assumption is 

valid. 

The same test was applied to the piotu~e d.esignated as C 2. 

Plate VIII gives ~ blue-print of the enlargement .and the data are 

given in Table III. 
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Table lil. 

r 0 : 0.015 cm. 

Temp. o A 

295. 
297.6 
300.2 
302.9 
305.7 

' ' 308.5 . 
311.3 
314.l 
317.0 
320.0 
323.0 
326.l 
329.3 
332.5 
335.8 

.339.l 
342.5 
346.0 

Q : . c)O 
r l~g r/r0 

l.293 
l.045 

.846 

.695 
~579· 
.493 
.413 
.354 
.309 
.264 
.230 
.201 

1.75 
l.67 
l.59 

I 1.52 
l.44 
1.37 
l.31 
1.25 
l.19 
l.13 

Temperature or vl'ire : 188° O. 

g - 34° Q - 180° - -r log r/r0 r log r/r0 

.936 1.80 .294 1.29 

.712 1.68 .229 . l.18 · 

.592 l.60 .195 1.11 

.512 l.63 .168 1.05 

.432 1.46 .151 i.oo 

.392 l.42 .135 .9f>4 

.355 ·l.37 .123 .916 

.320 l.*33 .113 .877 

.288 l.28 .103 ~837 

.264 1~24 .092 .788 

.238 l .• 20 

.215 l.1°6 

In Plate IX, log r/r0 is again plotted against temperature. 

The top curve, if' extended to the base, gives a temperature ot 131° C., 

the second 133°- c ... and the last 109° c. The observed temperature 

of the wire waa 188° c. The d if'farenoa or 55° · to 89° oan not 

all be attributed to experimental error. . Probably the disorepanoy 

is owing to the faot that so few points are available for detormining 

the slope B. A small error hare would introduce appreciable 

variation in the determination of the temperature of the wire. 

S~ries D. (See Plate X.) This group or pictures was taken to see 

what effect shortening the length of the wire would have upon tho fringes. 
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Table IV • Series n. 

Diameter or wire, 0.03 om. Length• 7 .9 cm. Room Temp.• 19.2° c. 
No. I E R/l ·Tem.p. 0 c. Watts/om• 

l None 
2' l.425 ·.286 .0254 87° .0515 
3 2.437 .612 .0318 . 240° .189 

, 4 2•965 .872 -.0372 370° .327 
6 2.965 .872 .0372 370° .327 
6 .1,131 ~213 .0239 .50° .0305 

Nothing or a qualitative nature VlaS attempt.ad 'Viith these pictures 

' in as much as the errors introduoed by: the end's or the wire become more 

appreciable as the length is decreased. The appearance or the rr ingee 

is much the same as in the previous series»' except that there are 

fewer .fringes pr~sent nt a given temperature of the \'lire, as iS to 'be 

expected. The conditions or D 4 and D 5 are ex$otly the same - -- ' 

except that the latter was ta.lr..en 15 minutes later. ' The e:Xaot 

aim~larity or the two piotures indicates th~t once e~uilibrium·. is 

roached, the fringes do riot change · greatly. with time~ It should be 

noticed that the radi~s ?r the bottom fringe is about the same as for the 

previous groups, and furthermore it does not increase as tha temperature 

is rn ised above 100° • 

Series E • (See Plate XI.) This group was taken to determine .what 

eJ.'tact '.the diameter o~ the '"ire has upon tha interference pattern. 

The small wire was used; diameter 0.010 om. j and about the same 

length as in Series o, 11.95 om. 
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Table V .. Series E. ---- ·· 
Diameter of wire, 0.010 om. 0 . 

Length,: ll.95 om • . Room Temp., 21. 0 C. 

No. l E R/( Temp. 0 O. \Vat ts/om. 

l Mone 
2 .306 .666 .1a2 72° .0170 
3 .631 1.833 .243 213° .0953 
4 .814 2.962 .305 355° .2020 

Beoause of their good definition, favo of this 3aries., !_! and 

!,!1 were enlarged to a££ ord oloaer inapaotion. (Sae Plat0 XII.) 

E 3 of this series was elao tested to see if it oonf'orms to 

Equation (1). An enlarged copy is ahcr11n in Plate ·XIII and the data 

are collected below: 
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Tabla VI. 

ro • o.oos ~:nn • Temperature or wil'•e - 213° c. -
Temp. 0 A Q = 00 Q • 34° Q - 180° -r log r/r0 r log r/t'o r log r/r 

0 

. 29G.4 . 1.04 2.318 .318 l.803 
298.9 0.765 2.185 . • 252 1.703 
301.4: 0.624 2.096 .214 1.631 
303.9 0.560 2.049 .189 1.578 
306.5 0.503 2.003 .1716 1.533 
309.2 0.459 1~963 .1562 1.495 
311.9 0.419 1.923 .1425 1.455 
314.G 0~383 1.884 .1320 1.421 
317.4 1.31 2.418 0~350 1~845 .~225 1.388 
320.2 l.10 2.342 0.326 ;t..814 
323~1 0~931 2~270 

326~0 0~784 2~196 

329.0 0~672 2~128 

332.1 0~582 2.066 
335.2 a.sos 2~004 

S38.4 0~446 1.949 
341.6 o.389 1~891 

344.9 0.342 1.835 
348.3 0.302 1~781 

351.7 0,266 l.a726 
355.2 o.238 1~678 

358.7 0.215 l.633 

Plato XIV represents "the e.bove de.ta graphically. The curve 

for Q : o0 indicates a temperature of 209° tor the wire which is 
' 0 

in i'air agreement wit.h the observed temperature or 213 • A large 

number of measurable fringes permits more aoourate determination or the 

slope in the oaae. But tor Q : 34 ° end Q : 18<?0 , where 

fewer fringes are measurable 1 ,the agre~ment i~ again poor - 180° and 

166° respeo.tively. 

Sarios F - G. (saa Plate xv.) S inoe oonveotion currents are 

responsible for the faot that the isotherms are not concentric circles 1 
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~n attempt was made to eliminate them by surrounding' the wire with a 

small tube. Photographs F l and F 2 ·were taken with a thin 

cardboard oyli~dar 2 om. in diameter and 17 cm. long. Tha small 

wire was used, length ll.95 om. While the fringes era certainly 

nearer to circles than when no cylinder is present, the raot that the 

low oonduotivity. of paper prevents it from taking up a uniform 

temperature is a serious handicap. Therefore, the wira v1as 

.eurrounded with.a oopper tube, having nn inside diameter of 1.6 cm. 

and a length or 11.3 cm. In G 1 the fringes are oonsidarably 
. ' 

nearer to being oiroular 1 though d ivargenoe baoomea~ greater at higher 

temperatures. The dis~ortion may ba due to oonveotion currents 

arising within the tuba, or to the ends tvhere heated air pours out and 

cold air rushes in. 

Parallel Fringeh In B l and B 2 (Plate XVI.) the eff'Act Of a 

heated wire on parallel hori~ontal fringes is shown. The exoe llent 

oondition of the mirror surtaoaa is indioatad by tha regularity or thaae 

fringes·.tt The effect produced upon them is remarkably well defined, 

and it is possible that greater precision and more trustworthy data 

oould ba secured by working with them. C 5 and C 6 give a 
........_. -----

oomparis on 9f the two methods. From a qualitative point or view I 

the frinrres in a blank field are more instructive. o. , 

Horizontal Plate. \Vhila the apparatus used is peculiarly adapted to 

studying wires 1 it is possible to apply it to other small objecto as 

well. U l and E (Plata XV1I .. ) short tl1e fringes above and below 

a thin sheet or iron~ These photographs were secured by placing the 
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plate horizontally in front o~ the mirror and heating it with several 

amperes of alternating current from a step-dawn transformer. The 

width or tha plate was about the aame as the length of wires previously 

used, ll.5 om." and its length was 30 cm .. Above the plate it was 

impossible to keep tha fringes steady enough to photoBraph olenrly. 
. . ' ' '·. . 

In this connection, a curious phenomanon -was observed .• The fringes 

would remain fairly quiet for 4 or 5 seoonds, during Vlhioh ti-oo 

they· appeared much the same es be lmv the plat.e. Then at some point 

they would suddenly jump up as if equilibrium .had become unbalanced. · 

The fringes would again quiet down tor a few seconds end then the . ' .. • { 

process would be repeated at another point.. ~e low the plate, 

hov1ever • the f'ringaa r~:ma ined porfaotly steady~ The temperatures 

or 450 c. indicated for H l and 75° for H 2 are simply 

estimated e.s no attempt was made to determine them noourately. The 

curved nature of the fringes is due to t~e faot that the interferometer 

was not adjusted with the mirror surface~ in ~bsolute ooincidenoa, but 

it is difficult to aooourit tor ·tbe definite falling oft of the 

temperature grad~emt as the dl.s~iu1oe trom the plate is increased. 

Rogarding Langmuir's ~ Theory. As was pointed out in the 
. ' 

Introduction, ta.ngmuir in his calculations of the heat loss from small 

,platinum wireu~ assumes that each is surrounded by~ viscous film or . . 

gaa. For th~ wires used in this inve~tigation the diameter of the 

film would ,ba 0.33 cm. and 0.26 cm. for the large end small wires 

respectively. There seorns to be no direct evidence or auoh a film 

in any or the pioturas. However, Langmuir's hypothesis that the 
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loaa of heat is esse11tially a conduction phenomenon is amply supported. 

Examination of the pictures indicates that above loo0 c. the 
" 

radius or tha. lower outs ida fringG is just about the same for ell wires 

and all ternperaturea. It ia . about 0~28 orn. The lower half' of .. 
the fringe system is sensibly oiroular and we would be justified in 

applying the laws of pura conduction to it. The heat loss us 

ofllculnted for the. lower half is probably a constant fraction or the 

total . end by multiplying it by a proper factor (ernpirio.ally dot.orminod) 

it -v1ould ba possible ·~o calculate the total heat loss. This amounts 

to chaos ing a smaller value of the radiu.s than the observed o. 28 om. 

In eaaenoe that is e~actly what Langmuir has done. or course he 

a$sumes that the radius varies '<rith the diameter but the variation for 

smt11l wires is not rapid., Furthermore, it enters his ~quations as 

tho logarithm so its ei'f'eat would be even less marked. 

Summary. 

1. A new mat.hod has been devised for observing optically and 

photographing the temperature gradian·ts around small heated objects. 

·2 • Along any given radius vector, ths temperature around a heated vdre 

follows the relation 
T : A - B log r /r 0 

where !. . is the distance frorn the wira and !o its radius. A a 

constant VJhioh is somewhnt less than the temperature of the wire and B 

another conatant. Both A and B vary with the angle of the 
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radius vector. 

3. The cooling ot thin wires in air is shown to ba essent.ielly a 

phenomenon of conduotion. 

4,. Evidenoe in support or Lnngrnuir'a .theo1'"y or heat oonduotion ·is given. 

In oonolusion tha &uthor wishes to express this gratitude t.o Mr. 

Lawrence Lynn who constructed much or the appt,ratus; to Mt:.W .M.Robords 

for his aoaura.te calibration of the wires; arid finally to Professor 

C.V.Kent who first conceived the iclea upon whioh the inveatieation is 

baaed, end whoso constant sucmaations and criticisms have been of 

gtei1t ·value. 

Blnke Physical Laboratory 0 

Lawrence, Yu:.tnsas. 

June lJ 1927. 
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